
Intragenera(onal Evolu(on and Brain Development 

David Sloan Wilson: I think an important point to make is that evolution can be intra-
generational, in addition to intergenerational. The best example is the adaptive component of 
the immune system, which is the rapid evolution of antibodies. Everyone knows that, but the 
idea that there's other Darwinian processes in development is just awesome to think about. 
One of those is just flexible learning what Skinner called selection by consequence, operant 
conditioning. We behave every which way, and then we're reinforced. That being an 
intragenerational evolutionary process. You could speak much more. In fact, I'd like you to do 
so—when people talk about neural Darwinism and things like that. Give us some other 
examples of intragenerational evolutionary processes operating through brain development, or 
through any kind of development.

Terrence Deacon: One of the places I start with my courses, is I tell students, let's look at the 
genetics that build a mouse brain, and the genetics that build the human brain. The mouse 
brain is about the size of the last digit of my little finger. A human brain is about the size of a 
pineapple, with orders and orders of magnitude more cells, orders and orders of magnitude 
more connections. But the genomes of both, are very close to identical. So the question is, in 
building a human brain, much more information was necessary, but that information couldn't 
have come from the genome. The genomes are not even an order of magnitude different. In 
fact, they're almost identical in overlap of genes. So somewhere, a huge amount of additional 
information is necessary to build a human brain, make the 80 to 90 billion neurons, and there 
are thousands of connections between each.

That information has to come from somewhere. It's actually generated on the fly during 
development, so that the genes set up sort of a contest. You might say a micro-evolutionary 
contest, in which cells are in a sense battling with each other. Connections are battling with 
each other, over actually a kind of food called growth factors. Some of them get growth factors 
and some of them don't, mostly because they fit. In many respects, I think the term fitness has 
been oddly transformed in evolutionary biology, because we're really talking about is 
fittedness, how things fit with their environment, or fit with each other. The nervous system 
develops by this sort of fitting process. What that means is all this extra information is actually 
generated on the fly during development.

It's not there to begin with, but how does it develop? It develops by virtue of these processes, 
these competitive processes are context sensitive. A good example of this has to do with 
people that have an extra digit, an extra finger, sixth finger. Those six fingers actually work. 
They're functional as every other finger on those people. The question is, obviously the nervous 
system and the genetics couldn't know it was going to be there. This is a mutation. It could 
even have been produced by some drug effect. The question is, how did the system adapt to 
use that finger? There's now an actual representation in the brain of that sixth finger, so that it 
works appropriately. What that says is…

DSW: I can't help thinking about the princess bride, but keep going.

TD: Thank you. Thank you. But the idea here is that the brain is adapting to the body during 
development, and it says, "Okay, the context is different, change the competition a little bit and 
we'll innovate that finger." That innovation works out because it's now fitted to the joints, and 
to the neighboring fingers and so on. That information was generated on the fly. It wasn't there 
to begin with, it wasn't in the genes, it was generated by this, in a sense micro-evolution-like 
process in development. So that brains, particularly complicated brains like ours, have a 
tremendous dependency on this kind of contextual information. What it tells you is that the 
complexity of brains is not prefigured in some sense.




DSW: To what extent is that also true of non-human species? What we can be segueing to is 
human distinctiveness, which was a big theme of Teilhard. I love the way he puts it. He says 
that in some respects, we're just another ape species, not much different at all. In other 
respects we’re a new evolutionary process, therefore as significant in its own way as the origin 
of life. You’re again the perfect person to talk to about that, but first, to what degree are non-
human brains plastic, and using evolutionary processes, in just the way that you're describing 
for human brains? To a degree, not at all?

TD: Almost identical, so that the explanation I made for a human brain different from a mouse 
brain. The mouse brain compared to a rat brain, compared to a mole brain or whatever, uses 
the same principles. One of the exciting findings in recent times is that we've been studying a 
species, not my lab, but other labs, a group called the blind mole rat. The blind mole rat is a 
great example because it's a burrowing animal that lives in tunnels. Its eyes have degenerated. 
It's a rat related species, but its eyes are completely degenerated, and the connections of the 
brain that would have taken on visual information, now because there's no visual information 
coming in, those connections get outcompeted in this Darwinian-like fashion, by auditory, 
sound information coming in, and tactile information coming in. So where a normal rat would 
have had a visual area, the mole rat, the blind mole rat now has an auditory area.

DSW: Is that also true of humans that are blind at birth?

TD: Not quite. In part having a smaller brain means that it makes it easier to do this. A larger 
brain means that the connectional competition really can't extend more than a fraction of a 
centimeter. To some extent, the visual areas don't get taken over, yet they get reused 
nevertheless. It's just that they don't get auditory connections directly, they now have much 
more indirect capacity. But a blind person who has no visual input, uses their visual cortex 
nevertheless.


